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Quanzhou Post is a subsidiary of Fujian Chain Post Corporation and its reformation 
is very important. Concerning the problem coming about during its marketization, this 
paper discussed the development strategy and core competence. And it will be helpful for 
the further reformation and development of the post system. This paper applies the classic 
theory and case-study method. First, the paper stated the definition and character of core 
competence, the relationship between core competence and corporate strategy and 
reorganization of core competence. Then the history of Quanzhou Post and the operation 
achievement from 2005 to 2007 are introduced. All the problem of its operation derived 
from the inadequate recognition of core competence. Using value chain analysis, customer 
contribution analysis and the character of core competence, the core competences of 
Quanzhou Post are recognized and validated. This paper put forward core competence 
from its powerful network resources and brand. Third, with analysis of its competition 
advantage and environment, a competition strategy of Quanzhou Post is carried out which 
is changing from low cost to differentiation. The differentiation strategy is then matched 
with its core competence. The development of new competence is important. Finally, 
promotion of core competence, further organization reformation, management and 
technology foster are three important aspects when operating the differentiation strategy. 
The conclusion is useful for the further discussion of its strategy and the changing market. 
And the conclusion is also valuable for the further reformation and development of 
Quanzhou Post. 
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第一章  绪 论 























2005 40339 7.01% 第1名 4950 -14.54% 第6名
2006 45651 13.17% 第3名 4047 -18.24% 第1名
2007 48195 5.57% 第9名（ 后1名） -1967 -148.60% 第6名  
资源来源：2005 年、2006 年、2007 年福建省邮政内部财务指标完成情况分析表. 
 

































































































第二章  相关理论综述 







1990 年美国著名的管理学家普拉哈拉德（C. K. Prahalad）和甘瑞.哈默尔（G. 
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